
Team your Brigitte dress with this 
sunny yellow clutch bag,  

complete with dapper bow 
Project: Whitney Newby

clutch
Knotted bow
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SKILL LEVEL: OO

MATERIALS:
O 0.5 metre linen or cotton drill
O 0.25 metre quilting cotton (for lining)
O 0.25 metre flannel
O 0.25 metre interfacing
O  23cm zip

1 CUTTING:
1 piece for strap: 37 x 9cm 
2 pieces for body of bag: 25 x 15cm
1 piece for bow knot: 5 x 12.5cm 
2 pieces for bow: 28 x 12.5cm
2 lining pieces: 25.5 x 15cm
2 interfacing pieces: 25.5 x 15cm
2 flannel pieces: 25.5 x 15cm

To create a sturdier strap (optional):
1 interfacing piece: 1 x 37cm
1 flannel piece: 1 x 37cm

HOW TO MAKE:
2 3 4 5 6 First, form the “knot” of 
your bow. Fold the long edges toward 
centre until they slightly overlap and press. 
Stitch down each side 0.5cm from edge. 
Now fold piece in half RS together and 

stitch across 1cm from folded edge. Trim 
excess fabric and turn to create a small 
tube. Set aside. To create the rest of the 
bow, take two exterior pieces measuring 28 
x 12.5 and lay RS together and pin down 
the long edges. Sew down each edge, using 
a 1cm seam allowance, then flip the long 
tube right side out. Press the edges. Pinch 
one end to fit through small “knot” tube to 
form the bow.

7 To create your strap piece, fold the long 
exterior piece measuring 37 x 9cm in half 
lengthwise and press to form a crease down 
the centre. Open up and fold each long edge 
toward the middle crease and press. Tuck 
your strips of flannel and interfacing into 
the fold to create a sturdier strap, then fold 
both long edges together and press. With 
a 0.5cm seam allowance, stitch down both 
long edges. 

8 With your interior lining pieces and 
flannel pieces (both measuring 25.5 x 15cm), 
place one lining piece, right side up, on top of 
one flannel piece. Press one long edge 0.5cm 
WS together. Repeat for other lining and 
flannel piece. Set aside.

8

Try it in...

Cotton drill in yellow,
£7.60 per metre,

www.plushaddict.co.uk

Heavy Irish linen in mustard,
£11.95 per metre,  

www.stone fabrics.co.uk
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Top tip
If you’d like rounded 

corners, use a can  
to trace a curved  

edge on each of the 
exterior pieces.

9 With your exterior body pieces and 
interfacing pieces, press interfacing 
(shiny side up) to your exterior body 
fabric. Fold one long edge down 0.5cm 
and press. 

J To attach the bow, place it on top of 
one exterior piece with the folded edge at 
the top and the “knot” on the left. Pin on 
both edges to secure your bow to sew. The 
bow should be slightly longer than your 
exterior piece. Sew down both sides as close 
as possible to the exterior edge, then trim 
excess bow fabric. 

K Lay the zip WS up and on the left, 
then place the fold of one of your interior 
pieces on top and stitch. If you’d like to 
attach a label, centre it on this piece and 
stitch. Before repeating for other piece of 
interior fabric, open the zip a few inches. 
Sew the interior fabric on to the zip tape 
until you reach the pull, then close to 
finish sewing. 

O It may be easier not to pin this part 
before sewing. It works well to stitch 
slowly, holding the fabric in place. 

L Flip over your zip with attached pieces 
so that the zip pull is on the left and facing 
up. Lay the exterior bow piece with the 
folded edge right along the zip. Sew with 
co-ordinating thread 0.5cm from edge, 
stitching as closely to the zip teeth as 
possible without sewing on to the teeth. 
Now sew the other side, and don’t forget 
to pull the zip open a few inches as in the 
previous step.

M To add the strap and finish the bag, pull 
the zip open a few inches, fold your strap 
in half, and lay on top of bow with about 
an inch of the strap coming off the left side. 
Now with the strap held 
inside, pin the exterior 
piece RS together all the 
way around. Then 
repeat for interior 
pieces, pinning 
all the way 
around. Using 
1cm seam 
allowance, 
stitch exterior 
pieces together. 
Then, using 

2cm seam allowance, stitch interior pieces 
together, leaving a few inches open at the 
bottom in order to turn your bag. Once 
sewn, trim edges to 1cm. 

N O Reach into the bag and unzip the zip 
all the way. Pull the exterior through the hole 
and flip the entire bag right side out. Press 
the hole closed, pin, and sew 1cm from the 
edge. Push the lining back into the bag, press 
well, and enjoy your new bag. O
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